Contributors

Steve ALBERT is a consulting psychologist, currently in private practice, working extensively with clients that have complex trauma, self-harm and borderline personality disorders. He has provided organizational psychology consulting services and managed cultural change programs in corporate and health care settings. He has held clinical coordination health services management roles and designed change management strategies for implementing Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) programs across mental health services in order to address systemic institutional factors that contribute to poor mental health outcomes and clinically coordinated, facilitated and supervised DBT programs in public and private hospitals.

Nina BERNSTEIN is a journalist, best known for her New York Times reporting on social and legal issues. Her investigations of deaths in immigration detention won several awards, including ones from Columbia University and the American Society of Newspaper Editors. Bernstein graduated from Harvard University, USA in 1970 with a BA in European history and literature. She worked for newspapers in Iowa and Milwaukee, and then was a reporter for New York Newsday for nine years, which included time as a foreign correspondent in Berlin and Bosnia. She joined the New York Times in 1995 and retired in 2016. She received numerous awards for her work there, including a George Polk award and a Pulitzer Prize shared with colleagues. Bernstein was a Nieman fellow at Harvard University in 1983–84, and in 2002–03 she was a journalism fellow at the American Academy in Berlin. She is the author of several books, including a children’s book of fiction.

Hindpal Singh BHUI is an Inspection Team Leader at Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons, where he manages inspections of all forms of prisons and heads the inspection of immigration detention in the UK’s detention centers. His PhD research was on issues of legitimacy and coherence in the detention of foreign nationals. Bhui has also worked in prison, mainly as a foreign national prisoner specialist, as a probation officer and as a criminal justice lecturer. He has published a number of articles and chapters, including papers on prison, probation, immigration detention, race and foreign prisoners, including most recently an edited
book, *Race and Criminal Justice* (2009), and for ten years was the editor of the *Probation Journal*. He is also a Research Associate at the University of Oxford, UK, and is currently working on an international project examining the role that detention monitoring bodies play in safeguarding migrants detained at the borders of Europe.

**Mary Bosworth** is Professor of Criminology and Fellow of St Cross College at the University of Oxford, UK and, concurrently, Professor of Criminology at Monash University, Australia. She is Director of the Centre for Criminology and Director of Border Criminologies, an interdisciplinary research group focusing on the intersections between criminal justice and border control (http://bordercriminologies.law.ox.ac.uk). Bosworth conducts research into the ways in which prisons and immigration detention centers uphold notions of race, gender and citizenship and how those who are confined negotiate their daily lives. Her research is international and comparative and has included work conducted in Paris, Britain, the USA and Australia. Bosworth is the UK editor-in-chief of *Theoretical Criminology*, co-editor of *Routledge Studies in Criminal Justice, Borders and Citizenship*, and a member of the editorial boards of *Race & Justice, International Journal of Border Security and Immigration Policy* and *Clarendon Studies in Criminology*.

**Stephen Brooker** is a general and psychiatric nurse who has worked in developing countries for many years in the areas of immunology and mental health. With experience in caring for refugee populations, he has a strong focus upon clinical governance, ethics and patient-centered care. Brooker is currently the Chief Executive Officer for St John of God Hospital in Richmond, New South Wales, Australia.

**Pablo Ceriani Cernadas** is Professor of Law and Coordinator of the Migration & Human Rights Program at the Center for Human Rights at the National University of Lanús, Argentina. His research focuses on human rights, migration and refugee law in various contexts around the world, including Africa, Asia, North and South America and Europe. He has written numerous journal articles and books on migration and human rights, and edited and co-published many others. Recently, he edited a report, *The Rights of Child and Adolescent Migrants at the Mexico-Guatemala Border* (2013). He was appointed to the United Nation’s Committee on the Rights of Migrant Workers, and has also worked as a lawyer and clinical coordinator at Centro de Estudios Legales y Sociales (CELS), served as a consultant for the United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) and the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) on the rights of child, adolescent and
female migrants, and consulted for the International Labour Organization (ILO) and the International Organization for Migration (IOM).

Deirdre CONLON is Lecturer/Assistant Professor in Critical Human Geography at the University of Leeds, UK. Her research examines immigration enforcement and detention in policy and practice alongside their effects on migrant (in)security, citizenship and everyday life, as well as the wider reverberations of immigration control. She is co-editor (with Nancy Hiemstra) of Intimate Economies of Immigration Detention: Critical Perspectives (2016). She is also co-editor (with Nick Gill and Dominique Moran) of Carceral Spaces: Mobility and Agency in Imprisonment and Migrant Detention (2013). Her research has been published in Progress in Human Geography, Annals of the Association of American Geographers, Citizenship Studies and Environment and Planning D: Society and Space as well as in several edited volumes.

Galina CORNELISSE (Ll.M. Leiden University, PhD EUI) is Associate Professor European Union (EU) Law and International Law at the Department of Transnational Legal Studies at the VU University Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Her expertise includes international law, EU law, constitutional law, human rights law, EU free movement of persons, EU migration law and Dutch immigration law. She has published widely on European migration law, with a particular emphasis on borders, detention and deportation.

Nicholas DE GENOVA (www.nicholasdegenova.com) most recently held a permanent appointment as Reader in Urban Geography and Director of the Spatial Politics research group at King’s College London. He previously held teaching appointments at Stanford, Columbia and Goldsmiths, University of London, as well as visiting professorships or research positions at the universities of Amsterdam, Bern, Chicago and Warwick. He is the author of Working the Boundaries: Race, Space, and “Illegality” in Mexican Chicago (2005), co-author of Latino Crossings: Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, and the Politics of Race and Citizenship (2003), editor of Racial Transformations: Latinos and Asians Remaking the United States (2006), and co-editor of The Deportation Regime: Sovereignty, Space, and the Freedom of Movement (2010). He has also edited a new book on The Borders of “Europe”: Autonomy of Migration, Tactics of Bordering (in press, Duke University Press, August 2017). He also initiated a research network on “The ‘European’ Question: Postcolonial Perspectives on Migration, Nation, and Race” with migration scholars from the UK, Italy, France, Spain, the Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, Latvia and the Czech Republic, as well as the United States, Ecuador, Iran and Turkey.
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Matthew B. Flynn is Assistant Professor of Sociology and International Studies at Georgia Southern University in Statesboro, Georgia, USA. His research interests include political economy, globalization, global health, immigration and human rights. He has authored several articles focusing on Latin America including a recent book, *Pharmaceutical Autonomy and Public Health in Latin America: State, Society, and Industry in Brazil’s AIDS Program* (2015). His work on immigration detention has been published in *Contemporary Readings in Law and Social Justice and Immigration Policy in the Age of Punishment: Detention, Deportation and Border Control* (2017). He has a PhD in Sociology from the University of Texas at Austin and is a Contributing Researcher at the Global Detention Project.

Michael J. Flynn is founder and Executive Director of the Global Detention Project in Geneva, Switzerland. He holds a BA in Philosophy from DePaul University and an MA and PhD in International Studies from the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva. Flynn previously worked as project director at the Institute for Policy Studies in Washington, DC; project coordinator at the Graduate Institute’s Program for the Study of Global Migration; and associate editor of the *Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists* at the University of Chicago. His work has been supported by the Pew International Journalism Fellowships, Fund for Investigative Journalism, Geneva International Academic Network and Swiss Network for International Studies.

Mariette Grange is Senior Researcher at the Global Detention Project in Geneva, Switzerland, and a human rights practitioner with extensive international advocacy and migration-related research experience. She previously worked at Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, representing both organizations to the United Nations (UN) in Geneva, and held positions at the International Council on Human Rights Policy, the International Catholic Migration Commission and the World Council of Churches. Grange’s research and advocacy have addressed civil and political rights, migration and refugees, racism and xenophobia, child labor and “child protagonism,” women’s rights, the landmines campaign and internally displaced persons. Grange has also completed research assignments on the UN Human Rights Treaty Body system and jurisprudence for the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and produced pilot training material on the human rights of migrants. A board member and advisor to several non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and training programs, she regularly advises civil society organizations, academic projects and inter-governmental processes.
Nancy HIEMSTRA is Assistant Professor of Migration Studies in the Department of Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Stony Brook University, New York, USA. She is a political and cultural geographer whose ethnographically based research broadly examines ways in which state policies shape patterns and socio-cultural consequences of human mobility. Projects she is currently pursuing include tracing the geopolitical reverberations of US immigration and border enforcement policies in Latin America, and exploring the “intimate economies” of immigration detention facilities in the greater New York City area (with Deirdre Conlon). She has published in a number of journals and edited volumes, and she co-edited the 2016 volume *Intimate Economies of Immigration Detention: Critical Perspectives* with Deirdre Conlon. She is also working on a single-authored book on consequences of US detention and deportation in Ecuador.

Izabella MAJCHER is an Associate Researcher at the Global Detention Project in Geneva, Switzerland. Her research focuses on the international legal framework governing immigration detention and detention regimes in European Union and Latin American countries. Majcher is also completing her PhD dissertation at the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies (IHEID) in Geneva, with a focus on the European Union’s policies targeting undocumented migrants and their compatibility with international human rights law. She is also a volunteer visitor to immigration detainees in Geneva, with the Ligue suisse des droits de l’Homme.

Grant MITCHELL is Director of the International Detention Coalition and is a social anthropologist in international migration. Mitchell has extensive experience in asylum and detention policy in Africa, the Americas, Asia Pacific and Europe, particularly in the development and implementation of alternatives to immigration detention and case management models. Mitchell won the Australian Human Rights Award in 2002, and was nominated for the 2004 French Human Rights Prize. Mitchell is currently a PhD candidate at Swinburne University in Melbourne, Australia.

Alison MOUNTZ is Professor of Geography and Canada Research Chair in Global Migration at the Balsillie School of International Affairs at Wilfrid Laurier University, Canada. She was the 2015–16 Mackenzie King Visiting Professor of Canadian Studies at Harvard University and is the Director of the International Migration Research Centre. Mountz authored *Seeking Asylum: Human Smuggling and Bureaucracy at the Border* (2010), which was awarded the 2011 Meridian Book Prize from the Association of American Geographers. Her recent
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Professor Claudia MUÑOZ is an undocumented woman from Monterrey, Mexico, who moved to Texas in 2001. She is currently in deportation proceedings and lives and works in New York City.

Dora SCHRIRO served as Special Advisor to the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Janet Napolitano, on Immigration and Customs Enforcement and Detention and Removal, and was the founding Director of the Office of Detention Policy and Planning for the DHS. She directed work on the DHS’s plan to overhaul the US immigration detention system and authored A Report on the Preliminary Assessment of ICE Detention Policies and Practices: A Recommended Course of Action for Systems Reforms (2009), DHS’s template for improving the US immigration detention system. Schriro is a nationally recognized leader in corrections and detention, and is widely praised for development of definitive policy analysis in US homeland security efforts and as an innovator in risk assessment and crime prevention. She is currently the Commissioner of the Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection and the Homeland Security Advisor for the State of Connecticut.

Zachary STEEL is the St John of God Professorial Chair of Trauma and Mental Health in the School of Psychiatry at the University New South Wales, Australia. His research interests include trauma and mental health, psychological intervention in complex emergencies and management of traumatic disorders, cross-cultural differences in psychiatric epidemiology, refugee mental health, mental health and human rights. Steel has written numerous journal articles. His co-authored book publications include Between Trauma and the Sacred: The Cultural Shaping of Remitting-Relapsing Psychosis in Post-Conflict Timor-Leste (2016), Tales of the Unexpected & Refugee Status Decision-making: Managing and Understanding Psychological Issues Among Refugee Applicants (2010) and The Mental Health and Well-being of On-shore Asylum Seekers in Australia (1998).

Daniel WILSHER is Professor in Law at the City Law School in London, UK. Prior to his academic appointment, he was a solicitor and partner in a London law firm specializing in asylum, immigration and human rights law. He is a part-time Immigration Judge in the First-tier Tribunal,
Immigration and Asylum Chamber. Wilsher is an Executive Committee Member of the Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants and a member of Transparency International, a leading UK anti-corruption charity. His work on immigration detention has been cited in cases by the House of Lords and the High Court of Australia, and his book, *Immigration Detention: Law, History, Politics* (2011) was the first large-scale study of this important issue. In 2014, he was an expert member of the EU-funded project “Contention” on immigration detention run by the Migration Policy Institute, European University Institute, Florence.

**Michael P. Young** is Associate Professor at the University of Texas at Austin, USA. His research interests include social movements, historical sociology, sociology of religion and sociological theory. His recent research examines youth mobilization concerning the “Dream Act.” His publications include *Bearing Witness Against Sin: The Evangelical Birth of the American Social Movement* (2007), as well as the co-authored, “‘It just happened’: telescoping anxiety, defiance, and emergent collective behavior in the 2006 student walkouts” (2014).

**Peter Young** is a psychiatrist based in Sydney, currently working in private practice. He has held clinical and administrative positions in public mental health services for over 20 years and from 2011 to 2014 was the Director of Mental Health Services for immigration detention in Australia and Offshore Processing Centers. Young has given evidence to the Australian Human Rights Commission inquiry, Senate Estimates and Parliamentary inquiries, presented on mental health harms of immigration detention at RANZCP congresses and published research on this topic.